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Abstract
Containers are quickly increasing in popularity as the mechanism to deploy computation in the cloud. In order to provide consistent and reliable performance, cloud providers must ensure containers cannot adversely interfere with one another. Because containers share the same underlying OS, it is more challenging to provide isolation in a container-based framework than a traditional VM-based framework. And while many schemes can isolate CPU, memory, disk, or network bandwidth in multi-tenant environments, less attention has been paid to how the time spent processing network traffic affects isolation on the host server. This paper shows computational overhead associated with the network stack can break isolation in container-based environments. Specifically, a container with heavy network traffic can decrease the computation available to other containers sharing the same server. We propose a scheme, called Iron, that accounts for the time spent in the networking stack on behalf of a container and ensures this processing cannot adversely impact colocated containers through novel enforcement mechanisms. Our results show Iron effectively provides isolation under realistic and adversarial conditions, limiting interference-based slowdowns as high as 6× to less than 5%.

1 Introduction

Today, containers are widely deployed in virtualized environments. Companies such as IBM, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon allow customers to deploy applications and services in containers via public clouds. In addition, serverless computing platforms [8, 31, 55] rely on containers to deploy user code [38]. Because containers share components of the underlying operating system (OS), it is critical the OS provides resource isolation to the container’s assigned resources, such as CPU, disk, network bandwidth, and memory. Currently, control groups (or cgroups) in Linux [3] enable resource isolation by allocating, metering, and enforcing resource usage in the kernel.

Resource isolation is an important construct for both application developers and cloud providers. Recent studies indicate today’s workloads are heterogeneous and do not easily fit into predetermined bucket allocations [62, 69]. Therefore, developers should be able to allocate container resources in a fine-grained manner. For this to be effective, however, a container’s provisioned resources must be readily available. When resource availability is compromised due to overprovisioning or ineffective resource isolation, latency-sensitive applications can suffer from performance degradation, which can ultimately impact revenue [7, 14, 20, 49]. In serverless computing, billing is time-based [38] and insufficient resource isolation can cause users to be needlessly overcharged. Cloud providers also rely on resource isolation to employ efficient container orchestration schemes [1, 13, 69] that enable hyperdense container deployments per server. However, without hardened bounds on container resource consumption, providers are faced with a trade-off: either underprovision dedicated container resources on each server (and thus waste potential revenue by selling spare compute to lower priority jobs) or allow loose isolation that may hurt customer performance on their cloud.

In this paper, we show containers can utilize more CPU than allocated by their respective cgroup when sending or receiving network traffic, effectively breaking isolation. Modern kernels process traffic via interrupts, and the time spent handling interrupts is often not charged to the container sending or receiving traffic. Without accurately charging containers for network processing, the kernel cannot provide hardened resource isolation. In fact, our measurements indicate the problem can be severe: containers with high traffic rates can cause colocated compute-driven containers to suffer an almost 6× slowdown. The overhead is high because kernels perform a significant amount of network processing: from servicing interrupts, to protocol handling, to implementing network function virtualizations (e.g., switches, firewalls, rate limiters, etc). Modern datacenter line rates are fast (10-100
Interference in datacenters is a known problem [49, 53, 64], and researchers have developed schemes to isolate CPU [11, 15, 67] and network bandwidth [42, 56, 58, 65]. In contrast, the recent study of isolating network-based processing has been limited. Prior schemes cannot be applied to modern containerized ecosystems [34] or alter the network subsystem in such a way that interrupt processing becomes less efficient [10, 25].

This paper presents Iron (Isolating Resource Overhead from Networking), a system that monitors, charges, and enforces CPU usage for processing network traffic. Iron implements a careful set of kernel instrumentations to obtain the cost of processing packets at a fine-grained level, while maintaining the efficiency and responsiveness of interrupt handling in the kernel. Iron integrates with the Linux scheduler to charge a container for its traffic. Charging alone cannot provide hardened isolation because processing traffic received by a container after it consumes its CPU allocation can break isolation. As a result, Iron implements a hardware-based scheme to drop packets destined to a container that has exhausted its allocation.

Providing isolation in containerized systems is challenging for many reasons. A container’s traffic traverses the entire network stack on the server OS and thus accurately charging requires capturing variations in processing different packet types. A given solution must be computationally light-weight because line rate per-packet operations are prone to high overhead and keeping state across cores can lead to inefficient locking. Finally, limiting interference due to packet receptions is difficult because administrators may not have control over traffic sources. Iron addresses these challenges to effectively enforce isolation for network-based processing. In short, our contributions are as follows:

- A case study showing the computational burden of processing network traffic can be significant. Current cgroup mechanisms do not account for this burden, which can cause an $6 \times$ slowdown for some workloads.

- A system called Iron to provide hardened isolation. Iron’s charging mechanism integrates with the Linux cgroup scheduler in order to ensure containers are properly charged or credited for network-based processing. Iron also provides a novel packet dropping mechanism to limit the effect, with minimal overhead, of a noisy neighbor that has exhausted its resource allocation.

- An evaluation showing MapReduce jobs can experience over 50% slowdown competing with trace-driven network loads and compute-driven jobs can experience a $6 \times$ slowdown in controlled settings. Iron effectively isolates and enforces network-based processing to reduce these slowdowns to less than 5%.

## 2 Background and Motivation

This section first describes the interference problem: that is, how the network traffic of one container can interfere with CPU allocated to another container. Afterwards, we place Iron in the context of past solutions and then empirically examine the impact of interference.

### 2.1 Network traffic breaks isolation

The interference problem occurs because the Linux scheduler does not properly account for time spent servicing interrupts for network traffic. A brief background on Linux container scheduling, Linux interrupt handling, and kernel packet processing follows.

**Linux container scheduling** Cgroups limit the CPU allocated to a container by defining how long a container can run (quota) over a time period. At a high-level, the scheduler keeps a runtime variable that accrues how long the container has run within the current period. When the total runtime of a container reaches its quota, the container is throttled. At the end of a period, the container’s runtime is recharged to its quota. The scheduler is discussed in [67].

**Linux interrupt handling** Linux limits interrupt overhead by servicing interrupts in two parts: a top half (i.e., hardware interrupts) and bottom half (i.e., software interrupts). A hardware interrupt can occur at any time, regardless of which container or process is running. The top half is designed to be lightweight so it only performs the critical actions necessary to service an interrupt. For example, the top half will acknowledge the hardware’s interrupt and may directly interface with the device. The top half then schedules the bottom half to execute (i.e., raises a software interrupt). The bottom half is responsible for actions that can be delayed without affecting the performance of the kernel or I/O device. Networking in Linux typically employs softirqs (a type of software interrupt) to implement the bottom half. Softirqs are used to transmit deferred transmissions, manage packet data structures, and navigate received packets through the network stack.

Linux’s softirq handling directly leads to the interference problem. Software interrupts are checked at the end of hardware interrupt processing or whenever the kernel re-enables softirq processing. Software interrupts run in process context. That is, whichever unlucky process is running will have to use its scheduled time to service the softirq. Here, isolation breaks when a container has to use its own CPU time to process another container’s traffic.

The kernel tries to minimize softirq handling in process context by limiting the softirq handler to run for a fixed time or budgeted amount of packets. When the budget is exceeded, softirq stops executing and sched-
ules ksoftirqd to run. Ksoftirqd is a kernel thread (it does not run in process context) that services remaining softirqs. There is one ksoftirqd thread per processor. Because ksoftirqd is a kernel thread, the time it spends processing packets is not charged to any container. This breaks isolation by limiting available time to schedule other containers or allowing a container that exhausted its cgroup quota to obtain more processing resources.

**Kernel packet processing** Consider a “normal” packet transmission in Linux: a packet traverses the kernel from its socket to the NIC. Although this traversal is done in the kernel, it is performed in process context, and hence the time spent sending a packet is charged to the correct container. There are, however, two cases in which isolation can break on the sender. First, when the NIC finishes a packet transmission, it schedules an interrupt to free packet resources. This work is done in softirq context, and hence may be charged to a container that did not send the traffic. The second case arises when there is buffering along the stack, which can commonly occur with TCP (for congestion control and reliability) or with traffic shaping (in qdisc [2]). The packet is taken from the socket to the buffer in process context. Upon buffering the packet, however, the kernel system call exits. Software interrupts are then responsible for dequeuing the packet from its buffer and moving it down the network stack. As before, isolation breaks when softirqs are handled by ksoftirqd or charged to a container that didn’t send the traffic.

Receiving packets incurs higher softirq overhead than sending packets. Under reception, packets are moved from the driver’s ring buffer all the way to the application socket in softirq context. This traversal may require interfacing with multiple protocol handlers (e.g., IP, TCP), NFVs, NIC offloads (e.g., GRO [16]), or even sending new packets (e.g., TCP ACKs or ICMP messages). In summary, the whole receive chain is performed in softirq context and therefore a substantial amount of time may not be charged to the correct container.

### 2.2 Putting Iron in context

Previous works can mitigate the interference problem by designing new abstractions to account for container resource consumption or redesigning the OS. Below, Iron’s contributions are put in context.

**System container abstraction** In a seminal paper Banga proposed resource containers [10], an abstraction to capture and charge system resources in use by a particular activity. The work extends Lazy Receiver Processing (LRP) [25]. When a process is scheduled, a receive system call lazily invokes protocol processing in the kernel, and thus time spent processing packets is correctly charged to a process. This approach is inefficient for TCP because at most one window can be consumed between successive system calls [25], and therefore LRP employs a per-socket thread associated with each receiving process to perform asynchronous protocol processing so CPU consumption is charged appropriately.

Although LRP solves the accounting problem, the following issues must be considered. First, as the name implies, LRP only handles receiving traffic and cannot fully capture the overheads of sending traffic. Second, LRP requires a per-socket thread to perform asynchronous TCP processing. Maintaining extra threads leads to additional context switching, which can incur significant overhead for processing large amounts of flows [41]. Third, the scheduler must be made aware of, and potentially prioritize, threads with outstanding protocol processing otherwise TCP can suffer from increased latencies and even drops while it waits for its socket’s thread to be scheduled. A similar notion of per-thread softirq processing was proposed in the Linux Real-Time kernel, but ultimately dropped because it increases configuration complexity and reduces performance [30].

Iron explicitly addresses the above concerns. First, Iron correctly accounts for transmissions. Second, Iron seamlessly integrates with Linux’s interrupt processing to maintain efficiency and responsiveness. In Linux, all of a core’s traffic is processed by that core’s softirq handler. Processing interrupts in a shared manner, rather than in a per-thread manner, maintains efficiency by minimizing context switching. Additionally, by servicing hardware interrupts in process context, protocol processing is performed responsively. Linux’s design, however, directly leads to the interference problem. Therefore, one contribution of our work is showing accurate accounting for network processing is possible even when interrupt handling is performed in a shared manner.

**Redesigning the OS** Library OSes [28, 48, 57, 60] redesign the OS by moving network protocol processing from the kernel to application libraries. In these schemes, packet demultiplexing is performed at the lowest level of the network stack: typically the NIC directly copies packets to buffers shared with applications. Since applications process packets from their buffers directly, network-based processing is correctly charged.

Library OSes have numerous practical concerns, however. First, these works face similar challenges as LRP with threaded protocol processing. Second, explicitly removing network processing from the kernel can make management difficult. In multi-tenant datacenters, servers host services such as rate limiting, virtual networking, billing, traffic engineering, health monitoring, and security. With a library OS, admin-defined network processing must be performed in the NIC or in user-level software.

---

1 Banga’s design uses a per-process asynchronous thread
Neither approach is ideal. Application libraries linked by developers make it difficult for admins to insert policies and functionalities at the host. For example, an admin’s ability to perform traffic shaping or simply configure a TCP stack may be limited. Furthermore, porting network services to user-level requires every NFV application to track, charge, and enforce network processing to mitigate interference. NIC-based techniques can cost more (to upgrade hosts), scale more poorly in the number of flows and services, and be less flexible and harder to configure than software. And while NICs are becoming more flexible [76], it is likely network management will be dictated by a combination of admin-controlled software and hardware in the future. As such, Iron can help track and enforce software-based network processing. Finally, adapting Library OSes to support multi-tenancy and replacing currently deployed ecosystems can have a high barrier to entry for providers and customers.

2.3 Impact of network traffic

In this section, a set of controlled experiments quantifies the impact of both UDP and TCP network processing on isolation in containerized environments.

Methodology In each experiment, $n$ containers are allocated per core, where $n$ varies from 2, 3, 6, or 10. Each container is configured to obtain an equal share of the core (i.e., $quota = period/n$). This allocation is replicated over all cores. NICs are 25 Gbps, and Section 4 further details methodology. One container per core, denoted the victim, runs a CPU-intensive sysbench workload [46]. The time to complete each victim’s workload is measured under two scenarios. In the first scenario all non-victim containers, henceforth denoted interferers, also run sysbench. This serves as a baseline case. In the second scenario, the interferers run a simple network flooding application that sends as many back-to-back packets as possible. The victim’s completion time is measured under both scenarios, and a penalty factor indicates the fraction of time the victim’s workload takes when competing with traffic versus competing with sysbench. Penalty factors greater than one indicate isolation is broken because traffic is impacting the victim in an adverse way.

For the reception tests, containers are allocated on a single core and all NIC interrupts are serviced on the same core to ensure cores without containers do not process traffic. As before, the victim container runs sysbench, but the interferers now run a simple receiver. A multi-threaded sender varies its rate to the core, using 1400 byte packets and dividing flows evenly amongst the receivers. All results are averaged over 10 runs.

UDP senders These results show the impact when the interfering containers flood 1400 byte UDP traffic. Studies have shown rate limiters can increase computational overhead [61], so the penalty factor is measured when no rate limiters are configured and also when hierarchical token bucket (HTB) [2] is deployed for traffic shaping.

Figure 1 presents the results. Lines denote how many containers are allocated on a core, the x-axis denotes the rate limit imposed on a core, and the y-axis indicates the penalty factor. With $n$ containers per core, each container receives $1/n$ of the bandwidth allocated to the core. The right-most point labeled “inf” is when no rate limiter is configured. We note the following trends. First, there is no penalty factor with no rate limiting because the application demands are lower than the link bandwidth, so there is no queuing at the NIC. Second, rate limiting causes penalty factors as high as 1.18. The summed application demands can be higher than the imposed rate limit on each core, which means packets are queued in the rate limiter. Softirq handling interferes with the processing time of the victims, leading to high penalty factors. Third, HTB experiences a relatively higher penalty for 1-3 Gbps. When rate limits are 4 Gbps and above, the rate limiter does not shape traffic because senders are CPU-bound and cannot generate more than 4 Gbps of traffic demand. Isolation still breaks because rate limiters maintain state and perform locking (this overhead was also witnessed...
For rates below 4 Gbps, senders generate more traffic than the enforced rate and higher overheads occur.

Figure 2 shows the CPU usage of ksoftirqd (on core 0) for the experiment in Figure 1. The trends roughly correspond to the penalty factor overhead. Time spent in ksoftirqd is not attributed to any process, which means that time cannot be issued to other containers. This increases the time it takes for the victim workload to complete. To understand the remaining penalty, we instrumented a run with perf [5]. With 10 containers per core and 2 Gbps rate limit, the victim spent 6.99% of its scheduled time servicing softirqs even though it sent no traffic.

**TCP senders** Figure 3 shows TCP sender performance for 2 and 10 containers per core. Different from the UDP results, the number of flows per core is varied, and flows are divided equally amongst all sending containers on a core. We note the following trends. First, TCP overheads are higher than UDP overheads in the worst case, the overhead can be as high as 1.95×. TCP overheads are higher because TCP senders receive packets, i.e., ACKs, and also buffer packets at the TCP layer. Both ACK processing and pushing buffered packets to the NIC are completed via softirqs. Therefore, no rate limiting has higher overhead in TCP than UDP. The second interesting trend is overheads increase as the number of flows increase. This occurs for two reasons. First, the number of TCP ACKs increase with flows, and in general, there exists more protocol processing with more flows. Second, a single TCP flow can adapt to the rate limiter, but multiple flows create burstier traffic patterns that increase queuing at the rate limiter.

**UDP receivers** Figure 4 shows the UDP receiver results. Ten containers are allocated on the core, and if \( i \) containers receive UDP traffic, then \( 10 - i \) containers run sysbench. The sender increases its sending rate from 1 Gbps to 12 Gbps at 1 Gbps increments. For each sending rate, 10 trials are run. Each green dot represents the result of a trial. The x-axis indicates the input rate to the core, which can differ from the sending rate due to drops. The red line, provided for reference, averages the penalty factor in 500 Mbps buckets. We varied the number of receivers from 1 to 9, but only show 1, 5, and 9 receivers in the interest of space. We note the following trends. First, the penalty factor for receiving UDP is higher than sending UDP. Packets traverse the whole network stack in softirq context and therefore overheads are larger. Next, as more of the core is allocated to receive (as \( i \) increases), the rate at which the server can process traffic increases. As the rate of incoming traffic increases, so does the penalty factor. Under high levels of traffic, the
overheads from softirqs cause the victim to take almost 4.5× longer.

**TCP receivers** Figure 5 shows the results when interfering containers receive TCP traffic. Different from UDP experiments, TCP senders are configured to send as much as they can. TCP will naturally adapt its rate when drops occur (from congestion control) or when receive buffers fill (from flow control). As before, the penalty factor increases as the input rate increases and also when the number of flows increase. In the worst case, interference from TCP traffic causes the victim to take almost six times longer. To further understand this overhead, we instrument `sysbench` with `perf` for nine TCP receivers and 100 flows. Here, ksoftirqd used 54% of the core and `sysbench` spent 60% of its time servicing softirqs. This indicates that isolation techniques must capture softirq overhead in both ksoftirqd and process context.

### 3 Design

This section details Iron’s design. Iron first *accounts* for time spent processing packets in softirq context. After obtaining packet costs, Iron integrates with the Linux scheduler to charge or credit containers for softirq processing. When a container’s runtime is exhausted, Iron *enforces* hardened isolation by throttling containers and dropping incoming packets via a hardware-based method.

#### 3.1 Accounting

This section outlines how to obtain per-packet costs in order to ensure accounting is accurate. First, receiver-based accounting is detailed, followed by sender-based accounting. Afterwards, we describe how to assign packets to containers and the state used for accounting.

**Receiver-based accounting** In Linux, packets traverse the network stack through a series of nested function calls. For example, the IP handler of a packet will directly call the transport handler. Therefore, a function low in the call stack can obtain the time spent processing a packet by subtracting the function start time from the function end time. Figure 6a shows a subset of Linux’s receive call stack. Iron instruments `netif_receive_skb` to obtain per-packet costs because it is the first function that handles individual packets outside the driver, regardless of transport protocol.2

Obtaining the time difference is nontrivial because the kernel is preemptable and functions in the call tree can be interrupted at any time. To ensure only the time spent processing packets is captured, Iron relies on scheduler data. The scheduler keeps the cumulative execution time a thread has been running (*cputime*), as well as the time a thread was last swapped in (*swaptime*). Coupled with the local clock (*now*), the start and end times can be calculated as: time = *cputime* + (*now* − *swaptime*).

Besides per-packet costs, there is also a fixed cost associated with processing traffic. That is, there are overheads for entering the function that processes hardware interrupts (`do_IRQ`), processing softirqs, and performing skb garbage collection. In Iron, these overheads are lumped together and assigned to packet costs in a weighted fashion. In Linux, six types of softirqs are processed by the

---

2TCP first traverses GRO, but we instrument here for uniformity
softirq handler (do_softirq): HI, TX, RX, TIMER, SCSI, and TASKLET. For each interrupt, we obtain the total do_IRQ cost, denoted \( H \), and the cost for processing each specific softirq (denoted \( S_H, S_TX, \) etc). Note software interrupts are processed at the end of a hardware interrupt, so \( H > \sum S_i \). The overhead associated with processing an interrupt is defined as: \( O = H - \sum S_i \) and the fair share of the receive overhead within that interrupt is: \( O_{RX} = \frac{O_{RX}}{\sum S_i} \). Last, \( O_{RX} \) is evenly split amongst packets processed in a given do_softirq call to obtain a fixed charge added to each packet.

Finally, we note this scheme is effective in capturing TCP overhead. That is, Iron gracefully handles TCP ACKs and TCP buffering. A TCP flow is handled within a single thread, so when data is received, the thread directly calls a function to send an ACK. When the ACK function returns, the received data continues to be processed as normal. Therefore, ACK overhead is captured by our start and end timestamps. Buffering is also handled correctly. Say packet \( i - 1 \) is lost and thus received packet \( i \) is buffered. When retransmitted \( i - 1 \) is received the gap in sequence numbers is filled and TCP will push up the packets to the socket. Correct charging occurs because the cost of moving packet \( i \) from the buffer to the socket is captured in the cost of retransmitted packet \( i - 1 \).

Sender-based accounting When sending packets, the kernel has to obtain a lock on a NIC queue. Obtaining a lock on a per-packet basis has high overhead, so packets are often batched for transmission in Linux [18]. Therefore, Iron measures the cost of sending a batch and then charges each packet within the batch for an equal share of the batch cost. The do_softirq function calls net_tx_action to process transmit softirqs (refer to Figure 6b,c). Then net_tx_action calls into the qdisc layer to retrieve packets. Multiple qdisc queues can be dequeued and each queue may return multiple packets. As a result, a linked list of skbs is created and sent to the NIC. Similar to the receiver, net_tx_action obtains a start and end time for sending the batch, and \( O_{TX} \) is obtained to split the transmission’s fixed overheads. Overheads are calculated per core because HTB is work conserving and may dequeue a packet on a different core than it was enqueued.

Container mapping and accounting data structures Iron must identify the container a packet belongs to. On the sender, an skb is associated with its cgroup when enqueued in the qdisc layer. On the receiver, Iron maintains a hash table on IP addresses that is filled when copying packets to a socket.

In Iron, each process maintains a local (per-core) list of packets it processed in softirq context and their individual costs. The per-process structures are eventually merged into a global per-cgroup structure. Iron does this in a way that does not increase locking by merging state when the scheduler obtains a global lock. The per-cgroup structure maintains a variable (gained) that indicates if a cgroup should be credited for network processing. Section 3.2 details data structure use.

### 3.2 Enforcement

This subsection shows how isolation is enforced. Isolation is achieved by integrating accounting data with CPU allocation in Linux’s CFS scheduler [67] and dropping packets when a container becomes throttled.

Scheduler integration The CFS scheduler implements CPU allocation for cgroups via a hybrid scheme that keeps both local (i.e., per core) and global state. Containers are allowed to run for a given quota within a period. The scheduler minimizes locking overhead by updating local state on a fine-grained level and global state on a coarse-grained level. At the global level a runtime variable is set to quota at the beginning of a period. The scheduler subtracts a slice from runtime and allocates it to a local core. The runtime continues to be decremented until either it reaches zero or the period ends. Regardless, at the end of a period runtime is refilled to the quota.

On the local level, a rt_remain variable is assigned the slice intervals pulled from the global runtime. The scheduler decrements rt_remain as a task within the cgroup consumes CPU. When rt_remain hits zero, the scheduler tries to obtain a slice from the global pool. If successful, rt_remain is recharged with a slice and the task can continue to run. If the global pool is exhausted, the local cgroup gets throttled and its tasks are no longer scheduled until the period ends.

Iron’s global scheduler is presented in Algorithm 1. A global variable gained tracks the time a container should get back because it processed another container’s softirqs. Line 2 adds gained to runtime. Next, runtime is reset to 0 if the container didn’t use its previous allocation because it was limited by its demand (lines 5-7), preserving a CFS policy that disallows unused cycles to be accumulated for use in subsequent periods.

### Algorithm 1 Global runtime refill at period’s end

```
1: if gained > 0 then
2: runtime ← runtime + gained
3: gained ← 0
4: end if
5: if cgroup_idled() and runtime > 0 then
6: runtime ← 0
7: end if
8: runtime ← quota + runtime
9: set_timer(now + period)
```


Algorithm 2 Local runtime refill

1: amount ← 0
2: min_amount ← slice - rt_remain
3: if cpuusage > 0 then
4:   if cpuusage > gained then
5:     runtime ← runtime - (cpuusage - gained)
6:     gained ← 0
7:   else
8:     gained ← gained - cpuusage
9:   end if
10: else
11:   gained ← gained + abs(cpuusage)
12: end if
13: cpuusage ← 0
14: if runtime = 0 and gained > 0 then
15:   refill ← min(min_amount, gained)
16:   runtime ← refill
17:   gained ← gained - refill
18: end if
19: if runtime > 0 then
20:   amount ← min(runtime, min_amount)
21:   runtime ← runtime - amount
22: end if
23: rt_remain ← rt_remain + amount

Last, line 8 refills runtime. Note, the runtime input can be negative when a container exceeds its allocated time by sending or receiving too much traffic.

Iron’s local algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2. The scheduler invokes this function when rt_remain ≤ 0 and after obtaining appropriate locks. The cpuusage variable is added to maintain local accounting: positive values indicate the container needs to be charged for unaccounted networking cycles and negative values indicate the container needs a credit for work it did on another container’s behalf. Lines 3-9 cover when a container is to be charged, trying to take from gained if possible. Lines 10-12 cover the case when a container is to be credited, so gained is increased. Lines 14-18 cover a corner case where the runtime may be exhausted, but some credit was accrued and can be used. Lines 19-22 are unchanged: they ensure the container has global runtime left to use. If not, then amount remains 0. Line 23 updates the new rt_remain by amount.

Dropping excess packets While scheduler-based enforcement improves isolation, packets still need to be dropped so a throttled container cannot accrue more network-based processing. Iron does not explicitly drop packets at the sender because throttled containers already cannot generate more outgoing traffic. There exists a corner case when a container has some runtime left and sends a large burst of packets. Currently, the scheduler charges this overage on the next quota refill. We did implement a proactive charging scheme that estimates the cost of packet transmission, charges it up-front, and drops packets if necessary. This scheme didn’t substantially affect performance, however.

Dropping the receiver’s excess packets is more important because a throttled receiver may continue to receive traffic, hence breaking isolation. Iron implements a hardware-based dropping mechanism that integrates with current architectures. Today, NICs insert incoming packets into multiple queues. Each queue has its own interrupt that can be assigned to specified cores. To improve isolation, packets are steered to the core in which their container runs via advanced receive flow steering [39] (FlexNIC [45] also works). Upon reception, the NIC DMAs a packet to a ring buffer in shared memory. Then, the NIC generates an IRQ for the queue, which triggers the interrupt handler in the driver. Modern systems manage network interrupts with NAPI [4]. Upon receiving a new packet, NAPI disables hardware interrupts and notifies the OS to schedule a polling method to retrieve packets. Meanwhile, additionally received packets are simply put in the ring buffer by the NIC. When the kernel polls the NIC, it removes as many packets from the ring buffer as possible, bounded by a budget. NAPI polling exits and interrupt-driven reception is resumed when the number of packets removed is less than the budget.

Our hardware-based dropping mechanism works as follows. First, assume the NIC has one queue per container. Iron augments the NAPI queue structure with a map from a queue to its container (i.e., task.group). When the scheduler throttles a container, it modifies a boolean in task.group. Different from default NAPI, Iron does not poll packets from queues whose containers are throttled. From the kernel’s point of view, the queue is stripped from the polling list so that it isn’t constantly repolled. From the NIC’s point of view, the kernel is not polling packets from the queue, so it stays in polling mode and keeps hardware interrupts disabled. If new packets are received, they are simply inserted into the ring buffer. This technique effectively mitigates receiving overhead because the kernel is not being interrupted or required to do any work on behalf of the throttled container. When the scheduler unthrottles a container, it resets its boolean and schedules a softirq to process packets that may be enqueued.

As a slight optimization, Iron can also drop packets before a container is throttled. That is, if a container is receiving high amounts of traffic and the container is within T% of its quota, packets can be dropped. This allows the container to use some of its remaining runtime to stop a flood of incoming packets.

Hardware-based dropping is effective when there are a large number of queues per NIC. Even though NICs are
increasingly outfitted with extra queues (e.g., Solarflare SFN8500-series NICs have 2048 receive queues), in practice the number of queues may not equal the number of containers. Iron can allocate a fixed number of queues per core and then dynamically map problematic containers onto their own queue. Containers without heavy traffic can incur a software-based drop by augmenting the _netif_receive_skb function early in the softirq call stack. This dynamic allocation scheme draws inspiration from SENIC [61], which uses a similar approach to scale NIC-based rate limiters. Alternatively, containers can be mapped to queues based on prepurchased bandwidth allocations.

4 Evaluation

This section evaluates the effectiveness of Iron. First, a set of macrobenchmarks show Iron isolates controlled and realistic workloads. Then, a set of microbenchmarks investigates Iron’s overhead and design choices.

Methodology The tests are run on Super Micro 5039MS-H8TRF servers with Intel Xeon E3-1271 CPUs. The machines have four cores, with hyper-threading disabled and CPU frequency fixed to 3.2 GHz. The servers are equipped with Broadcom BCM57304 NetXtreme-C 25 Gbps NICs (driver 1.2.3 and firmware 20.2.25/1.2.2). The servers run Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.4.17. The NICs are set to 25 Gbps for UDP and 10 Gbps for TCP (we noticed instability with TCP at 25 Gbps).

We use lxc to create containers and Open Virtual Switch as the virtual switch. Simple UDP and TCP sender and receiver programs create network traffic. The sysbench’s CPU benchmark is used to measure the computational overhead from competing network traffic. Rate limiters are configured with default burst settings.

4.1 Macrobenchmarks

Sender-side experiments We run the same experiments in Section 2 to evaluate how well Iron isolates sender interference. Figure 7 shows the impact of UDP senders on sysbench. Note this experimental setup is the same as Figure 1. Iron obtains average penalty factors less than 1.01 for 2, 3, and 6 containers, as compared to penalty factors as high as 1.11 without Iron. With 10 containers, Iron’s penalty factor remains below 1.04, a significant decrease from the maximum of 1.18 without Iron.

Figure 8 shows the performance of Iron with TCP senders, and can be compared to Figure 3a. The maximum penalty factor experienced by Iron is 1.04, whereas the maximum penalty factor without Iron is 1.85. These results show Iron can effectively curtail interference from network-based processing associated with sending traffic.

Receiver-side experiments We rerun the experiments in Section 2 to evaluate how well Iron isolates receiver interference. Even though our NICs support more than eight receive queues, we were unable to modify the driver to expose more queues than cores. Therefore, different from Section 2, a single core is allocated with 8 containers, instead of 10. In these experiments, the number of receiver containers varies from 1, 4, or 7. Containers that are not receivers run an interfering sysbench workload. For the UDP experiments, the hardware-based enforcing mechanism was employed, while the TCP experiments utilize our software-based enforcing mechanism.

Figure 9 shows the impact of UDP receivers. The x-axis shows aggregated traffic rate at the sender. This is different from the graphs in Section 2 because Iron drops
packets when container quotas are exceeded, causing received rates to converge. Each number of receivers is indicated by a different bar color. The error bars represent the 5% and 95%. The height of the bars indicate the 25% to 75% and the red horizontal line within each bar is the median. In previous results without Iron, penalty factors ranged from 2.45 to 4.45. With Iron, the median penalty factor ranges between 0.98 and 1.02 and never exceeds 1.05. The penalty factor can be lower than 1 when Iron overestimates hard interrupt overheads: overheads, including those occurring after softirq processing, are approximated by using measured values from previous cycles.

Figure 10 shows when interfering containers receive TCP traffic. Unlike UDP, TCP adapts its rate when packet drops occur. Therefore, the software-based rate limiter is effective in reducing interference. In Section 2, the maximum penalty factor ranged from 2.2 to 6. However, with Iron, penalty factors do not exceed 1.05.

Realistic applications Here we evaluate the impact of interference on real applications. We run the experiment on a cluster of 48 containers spread over 6 machines. Each machine has 8 containers (2 per core). The cluster is divided into two equal subclusters such that a container in a subcluster does not share the core with a container from the same subcluster. HTB evenly divides bandwidth between all containers on a machine.

Three MapReduce applications serve as the victims: pi computes the value of pi, wordcount counts word frequencies in a large file, and grep searches for a given word in a file. Three different trace-based interferers run on the other subcluster: the shuffle phase of a TeraSort job with an 115GB input file, a web-search workload [7] and a data-mining workload [6]. For the latter two workloads, applications maintain long-lived TCP connections to every other container in the subcluster, sequentially sending messages to a random destination with sizes distributed from each trace. Figure 10 shows the impact of interference on real applications. Iron obtains an average penalty factor less than 1.04 over all workloads, whereas the average penalty factor ranges from 1.21-1.57 without Iron. These results show Iron can effectively eliminate interference that arises in realistic conditions.

4.2 Microbenchmarks

This subsection evaluates Iron’s overhead, the usefulness of runtime packet cost calculation, and the benefits of hardware-based packet dropping.

Performance overhead To measure how accurately Iron limits CPU usage, we allocated 3 containers on a core with each container having 30% of the core. One of the containers ran sysbench, while the other two were UDP senders. Figure 12a shows the total CPU used by all containers over a 30 second window. On average, the consumed CPU was around 90.02%. In an ideal case, no more than 90% of the CPU should be utilized. This indicates Iron does not have high overhead in limiting cgroup CPU allocation to its respective limits. We also ran the experiment with a UDP receiver, as shown in Figure 12b. On average, Iron ensures an idle CPU of 10.07%, which again shows the effectiveness of our scheme.

Next we analyzed if Iron hurts a network-intensive workload. We instrumented a container to receive traffic and allowed it 100% of the core. Then, at the sender, we generated UDP traffic at 2 Gbps. Using mpstat, we measured the CPU consumed by the receiver. The
receiver consumed 35% of the core and received traffic at 1.93 Gbps. Next, we ran the same experiment with the receiver, but this time limited the container to 35% of the core. With Iron limiting the CPU usage, the receiver received traffic at 1.90 Gbps (used no more than 35% of the CPU). This indicates the overhead of Iron on network traffic is minimal. We ran a similar experiment with the UDP sender and observed no degradation in traffic rate. Unlike the receiver, if a sender is out of CPU cycles it will be throttled, thus generating no extra traffic.

**Packet cost variation** A simple accounting scheme may charge a fixed packet cost and is likely ineffective because packet processing costs vary significantly at the receiver. Table 1 shows the average packet cost for three classes of traffic. TCP requires bookkeeping for flow control and reliability and results in higher costs than UDP. UDP packets encapsulated in GRE experience extra cost because those packets traverse the stack twice.

**Dropping mechanism** We compared the impact of software-based versus hardware-based dropping. The UDP sending rate is varied to a receiver with 8 containers on a core (7 are receivers). As shown in Figure 13, both approaches mitigate interference when traffic rates are low. However, when rates are high, the median penalty factor of the software-based rate limiter increases to 1.19, with the 95% approaching a penalty factor of 1.6. The hardware rate-limiter maintains a near-constant penalty factor, regardless of rate.

### 5 Related Work

Here we augment Section 2.2 to further detail prior art.

**Isolation of kernel-level resources** Many studies have examined how colocated computation suffers from interference [23, 49, 53, 64, 74]. As such, providing resource isolation to underlying server hardware has been a rich area of research. For example, researchers have investigated how to isolate CPU time [11, 15, 67], processor caches [27, 44], memory bandwidth [40, 71], energy [26], and storage [50, 54, 66, 70, 72]. These schemes address problems orthogonal to our work, and none can be generalized to solve the problem Iron solves. While Iron focuses on network-based interrupt processing, Iron’s high-level principles of annotating and measuring container-based interrupt overhead can be applied to other interrupts (e.g., timers, storage, etc). For example, tags designed for scheduling I/O storage requests [32, 72] can help account for per-container storage processing overheads. Like Iron, these overheads can be integrated with the Linux CFS scheduler. While developing specific, low-overhead enforcement schemes for other interrupts remains future work, modifying the I/O block scheduler or utilizing software-defined storage mechanisms [66] are promising starts for storage.

A large class of research allocates network bandwidth [9, 33, 42, 56, 58, 59, 63, 65] or isolates congestion control [19, 37] in shared datacenters. In short, these schemes affect network performance but do nothing to control network-based processing time, and thus are complimentary to Iron. Last, some schemes isolate dataplane and application processing on core granularity [12, 41], but do not generalize to support many containers per core nor explicitly study the interference problem.

**Resource management and isolation in cloud** Determining how to place computation within the cloud has received significant attention. For example, Paragon [21] schedules jobs in an interference-aware fashion to ensure service-level objectives can be achieved. Several other schemes, such as Borg [69], Quasar [22], Heracles [49], and Retro [51] can provision, monitor, and control resource consumption in colocated environments to ensure performance is not degraded due to interference. Iron is largely complementary to these schemes. By provid-
ing hardened isolation, Iron allows resource managers to make more informed decisions, so network-heavy jobs cannot impact colocated processor-heavy jobs.

VM network-based accounting Gupta’s scheme accounts for processing performed in device drivers for an individual VM [34]. The scheme measures VM-based resource consumption in the hypervisor, integrates with the scheduler to charge for usage, and limits traffic when necessary. Iron differs in many regards. Iron provides performance isolation in container-based environments, instead of VM-based environments. The difference is significant because packets consume more processing time with containers because the network stack lies within the server’s kernel, and not the VM’s. Gupta relies on a fixed cost to charge for packet reception and transmission, but our results show packet costs vary significantly. Furthermore, because container-based environments incur more processing overhead for traffic, it is important that received traffic is discarded efficiently when necessary. Hence, Iron contains a novel hardware-based enforcement scheme, whereas Gupta’s work relies on software.

Shared NFV infrastructure Many works study how to allocate multiple NFVs and their resources on a server [24, 29, 47, 52, 68]. Similar to library OSes, NFV servers require kernel bypass for latency and control. As discussed, kernel bypass approaches cannot easily generalize to solve the interference problem in multi-tenant containerized clouds.

Real-time kernel Real-time (RT) kernels typically aren’t used for multi-tenancy, but some RT OSes redesign interrupt processing in a way that could mitigate the interference problem. For example, RT Linux patches the OS so the only type of softirq served in a process’s context are those which originated within that process [17]. While this patch doesn’t help with receptions, it prevents a container with no outgoing traffic from processing interrupts from another container’s outgoing traffic. To understand this solution, we ran an experiment with 2 Gbps rate limit and 6 equally-prioritized containers per core: one sysbench victim and 5 interferers that flood outgoing UDP traffic. Figure 14 shows the penalty factor for normal Linux and RT Linux (RT_Preempt_Full). The penalty factor of RT Linux is significantly higher than Linux because in RT Linux the victim doesn’t process interrupts in its context. Instead, interrupt processing is moved to kernel threads. The processing time used by the kernel threads reduces the time available to the victim. Additionally, RT Linux tries to minimize softirq processing latency and perf shows the victim experiences 270× more involuntary context switches as compared to Linux.

Finally, Zhang [75] proposes a RT OS that increases predictability by scheduling interrupts based on process priority and accounting for time spent in interrupts. Zhang’s accounting scheme has up to 20% error [75], likely because it is coarse-grained in time and does not use actual, per-packet costs. Overheads in Iron are less than 5% because its accounting mechanism is immediately responsive to actual, per-packet costs. In addition, Iron comprehensively studies the interference problem and introduces enforcement schemes.

Microsoft Windows The scheduler in Windows does not count time spent processing interrupts towards a thread’s execution time [73]. This is not sufficient to totally mitigate the interference problem because time spent in interrupt and deferred interrupt processing is not charged to an appropriate thread. Therefore, the large number of cycles consumed by kernel packet processing leave less cycles available to colocated, CPU-heavy threads.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents Iron, a system providing hardened isolation for network-based processing in containerized environments. Network-based processing can have significant overhead, and our case study shows a container running a CPU-intensive task may suffer up to a 6× slowdown when colocated with containers running network-intensive tasks. Iron enforces isolation by accurately measuring the time spent processing network traffic in softirq context within the kernel. Then, Iron relies on an enforcement algorithm that integrates with the Linux scheduler to throttle containers when necessary. Throttling alone is insufficient to provide isolation because a throttled container may receive network traffic. Therefore, Iron contains a hardware-based mechanism to drop packets with minimal overhead. Our scheme seamlessly integrates with modern Linux architectures. Finally, the evaluation shows Iron reduces overheads from network-based processing to less than 5% for realistic and adversarial workloads.
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